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Abstract

1. Northern Ireland (NI): fragile/disputed city-regional nation. 
2. Despite NI’s majority favouring EU membership, de facto 

Brexit, post-pandemic challenges, and the Northern 
Ireland Protocol (NIP) have unveiled a profound dilemma: 
individuals across political lines are questioning aspects of 
their citizenship. 

3. Simultaneously, AI-based applications like ChatGPT and 
DAOs, alongside decentralized technologies such as 
blockchain ledgers and data co-operatives, are reshaping 
the border space between NI, Ireland, and the UK leading 
to a synthetic citizenship regime. 

4. This regime signals a shifting relationship between 
citizenship, city-regionalised nation, and state sovereignty. 

5. Algorithmic mediation pervades smart cities and digital 
platforms in data-driven urban environments. 

6. This article suggests the ‘Algorithmic Nations’ approach to 
articulate this synthetic citizenship regime, where 
blockchain technology may facilitate identity borders and 
devolution. 



Introduction

1. This article explores synthetic citizenship in NI using the 
‘Algorithmic Nations’ (AN) framework, addressing 

1. (i) cross-bordering, 
2. (ii) critical awareness, 
3. (iii) digital activism, and 
4. (iv) post-pandemic realities. 

2. The article concludes with a discussion of three dilemmas 
and how AN could integrate NI’s synthetic citizenship. 

3. This paper aims to spark debate to anticipate 
technopolitical challenges surrounding synthetic citizenship 
in NI, Ireland, the UK, and the EU. 

4. It draws on a published articles, as follows:
1. Citizenship Studies
2. Special Issue, Citizenship Studies
3. Regional Studies Regional Science
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The uneven algorithmic advances across geopolitical 
boundaries experienced in the current technological 
epoch are profoundly changing how pandemic citizens 
connect, engage, discuss and explore their identities 
and realities (Bridle 2016; Calzada 2021a, 2020c).

2. Context (1)
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Amidst the perils and promises in the uptake and the 
adoption of these algorithmic technologies for city-
regional tensions and dilemmas, more democratic, 
open and transparent digital processes could provide 
potential of disintermediation towards empowering 
citizens.

2. Context (2)

Calzada, I. & Bustard, J. (2022), 
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RESEARCH QUESTION:

How the AN conceptual assemblage (Calzada 2018a) 
may help to frame current dilemmas in NI by employing 
decentralized technology such as blockchain (alongside 
DAOs and data co-operatives; Bühler et al., 2023; Calzada, 2020, 
2021) to deal with challenges associated with 
digital/synthetic citizenship in the post-pandemic era 
(Bignami et al., 2022)?
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AN Definition

• Definition: AN (Calzada, 2018, 270) as 
• ‘(i) a non-deterministic city-regional and 

technopolitical conceptual assemblage 
• (ii) for a transitional strategic pathway 
• (iii) towards the nation-state rescaling 
• (iv) through three drivers – metropolitanization, 

devolution and the right to decide’.

• This can be achieved through devolving power 
catalysed through open governance initiatives based 
on new technologies such as AI and blockchain to 
enable more direct interactions with citizens (Data 
Justice Lab, 2021). 

• AN as a potential framework to the ongoing 
challenges of a post-Brexit and post-pandemic NI 
impacting citizens.



2. Four Contextual Insights

1st: Since 1998, Belfast/GFA, NI has seen 27 years of relative 
stability in a post-conflict period following the 'Troubles' 
(Dupont, 2017).

2nd: GFA allowed further devolution of powers to local 
assemblies. 

• Synthetic/digital citizenship challenges current 
interpretations of fixed borders. 

• AN hold that citizen realm should be entirely sovereign 
to exercicse the right to decide the political future of 
the nation as an outcome of deliberative democracy.

3rd: By a narrow majority, the UK voted for Brexit.

4th: Added to these post-Brexit and post-pandemic realities, 
citizens in NI are further challenged by consequences NIP.
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2. New Technopolitical/Democratic Mechanisms Amid 
Digital/Synthetic Citizenshp

1. GFA: As the outworking of much effort to secure peace and stability in a city-region fraught with 
political violence since its inception (Duhart, 2017).
2. Success: Enshrinement of the European Convention on Human Rights into Law in NI (Lagana, 2020).
3. Brexit: Disruption in the GFA (Geague, 2019).
4. Technical and geopolitical facets of citizenship further in flux based on personal notions of 
nationhood (Kampmark, 2020).
5. This trend producing trackable daily geoeconomic routines.
6. GFA allowed dual citizenship: '27% of Catholics and 29% of Protestants feel 'Northern Irish', an 
indicator of a more liquid/synthetic/digital citizenship (Garry & McNicholl, 2015).
7. How the increase of the third way and the request to Irish discourse on unity will evolve (Garry et al., 
2020, Hayward, 2020)? Jhon Hume, 'third way' bridge-builder (Cunningham, 2023).
8. Article's approach: New democratic mechanisms enabling citizens' multiple national identities 
through digital means could further underpin regional stability (Calzada, 2018; Hayward and McManus, 
2019). 
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1. Bottom-up integration

2. Decentralized decision-making: blockchain, DAOs, and data co-
operatives (Calzada, 2023, forthcoming).

3. Citizens' Assemblies could offer useful insights in public views (Garry et 
al., 2021). 

4. Digital literacy: Better engaged beyond social media.

5. Dialogues around algorithmic decision-making may well create the 
opportunity for a third way to emerge: a liquid form of nationhood.

6. Cross-bordering: Porous geographies.

7. NI's dilemma: to resolve its post-Brexit position for its citizens with 
consideration for new governance attributed to the NIP.

8. Consequently, the potential for digital technology to maintain pluralism 
and to offer democratic participation equally may serve to extend politics 
and technology to its benefit.
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3. Nexus between AN and Digital/Synthetic Citizenship
through four Intertwined Frameworks

• The appetite for different engagements with citizens (i.e. Citizen Assemblies) 
as supplements to representative democracy through digital technologies is at 
the core of the notion of Algorithmic Nation.



1. Cross-bordering:
• Cross-bordering citizenship (physical, virtual, perceived, and 

real) (Cunningham, 2023)
• GFA/Two forms of cross-border relationships: N/S+E/W.

3. Nexus between AN and Digital/Synthetic Citizenship
through four Intertwined Frameworks

2. Critical awareness:
• Relies on underpinning through the technical skills to exploit modern information flows towards 

engaging and understanding the realities and the discourse around people.

3. Digital activism:
• Political activism + Online Civic Engagement + New Forms of Digital Participation
• Nonetheless, wake up call: Data (un)sustainabiliby/extraction/privacy
• A need for Emancipatory Datafication Strategies (Calzada, 2023, forthcoming)
• Web3 and decentralized architectures (Blockchain) are being adopted to revert impacts of da-opolies 

(Stucke, 2022)
• Voter anonymity/transparency/political accountability/public scrutinity > DAOs
• Digital Rights: CCDR/Barcelona: Decidim/Metadecidim/Decode (Calzada et al., 2021; Calzada, 2018)

4. Post-pandemic lens:
• Algorithmic exposure (track and trace apps) and data privacy.



1. Article explores how AN may help to frame current 
dilemmas in NI by employing blockchain.

2. NI Civic Forum (as envisaged in Strand 1 of the 
GFA)

3. Digital NI ecosystem

4. Irish diaspora

5. Digital access through blockchain technology: Irish 
agri-food industry.

4. DISCUSSION:
NI: Towards an AN?



1. In the city-regional context where Belfast and Derry/ Londonderry as smart cities 
offer potential for integrating new logics and approaches towards governance and 
management through their infrastructure and ports, i.e. such as the case of Randox 
(Calzada 2018c). 

2. As suggested, the tension created through the perceived Irish Sea Border – 
produced by the NIP– could be reduced by integrating an Algorithmic Nation’s 
approach to assist NI in meeting its twin challenges of supporting cross- border 
citizenship both within and between the UK and Ireland as well as the growing 
necessity to develop infrastructure to support citizens and their will to connect and 
contribute to sociopolitical discourse more generally (Whysall 2021).

3. The reduction in trust around devolved governance now requires stakeholders 
from the UK, EU and RoI to support solutions to reduce post-Brexit tensions in the 
city-regionalised nation and investment in Algorithmic Nationhood approaches is 
evidently feasible through policy unfolding in areas such as health (Randox), 
economy (agrifood), energy and governance (ICC 2020).

5. CONCLUSION (1)



4. New technological approaches using blockchain to resolve challenges such as 
those exposed by the NIP, such as extensive delays and costs caused in cross-
bordering, could be further addressed as part of a new investment by stakeholders 
from the UK and EU and other stakeholders who seek to redress the challenges 
created in a post-pandemic NI.

5. This would assist in reducing anxieties with over 50% of NI residents who believe 
that their views are not being heard and addressed by the UK, EU and Irish 
governments (Hayward and Phinnemore 2021). 

6. Indeed, engaging digitally in civic forums, democratic deliberative mechanisms 
and citizens’ assemblies offers an interesting means to begin to engage in this 
important aspect of Strand 1 of the Belfast Agreement.

7. The challenges and dilemmas faced by NI are suited to finding solutions through 
framing as an Algorithmic Nation, where the devolved nature of this more liquid 
nation in its modern context and the requirement to appropriately and maturely 
engage in the right to decide principle as implemented within the Belfast 
Agreement show that new and more integrated approaches and logics to 
governance are found to support important dialogues around future evolution of 
sovereignty issues in NI.

5. CONCLUSION (2)



Main findings: Responding 3 Dilemmas

(i) Post-Brexit dilemma

(ii) Sociopolitical dilemma

(iii) Algorithmic and Post-Pandemic dilemma

5. CONCLUSION (3)
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